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ABSTRACT 

To use a projector anytime anywhere, a lot of projector-camera based approaches have been proposed. Focal 

correction technique, one of them, reduces the effect of defocus blur which occurs when a screen is located out of 

projector's depth-of-field. To achieve focal correction, we have to estimate the degree of defocus blur on the 

displayed images. Some previous methods use any special pattern images. A method which needs no special 

image has been proposed, however, this method can't estimate at less-textured or already blurred region in the 

projection image. In this paper, we propose a novel method for estimating PSF (Point Spread Function) without 

projecting any special pattern images. To prevent such an estimation error, we search and extract well-suited 

regions to estimate PSF in the projection image and estimate the PSF at extracted region. Experimental results 

show that our method can prevent PSF estimation error without any special images. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 Projectors have been improved in their 

quality. The improvement in their capabilities (e.g. 

brightness, resolution, contrast and throw-distance) 

has made projectors one of the popular display 

devices. The greatest merit of a projector is that a 

projector can project onto many screens of various 

sizes and scaled-up projection can show displayed 

image to many observers. So a lot of projector based 

application have been proposed [Cra05, Gup06, 

Muk07, Ras01, Yot02]. Recently, a lot of projector-

camera based approaches that aim to allow projector 

to project onto complex everyday surfaces have been 

proposed. These methods correct the projection 

image to display the image as a projector projects 

onto a planar white screen from perpendicular 

position to the screen. 

 There projector-camera based correction 

techniques are mainly categorized into three types. 

Geometric warping, correcting geometric distortion, 

allows projector to project onto a non-planar screen 

and aligns multiple projectors projection. 

Radiometric compensation, corrects color variation 

caused by color of a screen object or environmental 

lighting, allow projector to project a colored and 

textured screen under strong environmental lighting. 

Focal correction, reduces the effect of defocus blur, 

makes projector's depth-of-field wider. 

In general, these methods use any measuring 

images (e.g. chess board and uniform colored image) 

to know a relation about focus between a projection 

image and a displayed image. In previously focal 

correction techniques, fiducial images which has 

white rectangle array on a black background have 

been used to estimate focal relation [Bim06, Bro06, 

Zha06]. Furthermore, we have proposed a novel 

method which requires no fiducial images to estimate 

this focal relation [Oya07]. The reason why we don't 

use any special measuring image is that projecting 

and displaying any measuring images interrupts an 

effect of projector based application. However, 

estimation error can occur by our previous method. 

When the projection image is less-textured or has not 

in-focus region, the estimated PSF parameter is not 

accurate. Because such an image is insusceptible to 

the projection defocus blur. 
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In this paper, we propose a novel method for 

estimating focal relation between a projection image 

and a displayed image without projecting any 

measuring images. To estimate focal relation 

accurately, we extract well-suited regions for PSF 

parameter estimation and estimate the PSFs at 

extracted regions. Experimental results show that our 

method can estimate the PSF more accurate than our 

previous method, in which fixed region and sub-

image is used for PSF estimation. 

 

2.  RELATED WORK  

2.1. Geometric Warping 
 Geometric warping technique has been 

developed. To display an undistorted image at one 

projector system, the system needs to know projector-

camera mapping. When a screen is planar, we can 

represent this projector-camera mapping as a 

homography [Che02]. To apply a screen with 

complex surface, the projector-camera mapping 

requires at the pixel level [Tar03]. To align multiple 

projections, the system needs projector-projector 

mapping as well as each projector-camera mapping 

[Ras99, Ras04, Tar03]. 

2.2. Radiometric Compensation 
 To project onto colored or textured screen 

with strong environmental light, radiometric 

compensation techniques have been proposed. Color 

mapping between projector and camera can be 

obtained by projecting a lot of uniform color images. 

Compensation techniques for both static [Nay03, 

Gro04] and dynamic scene [Fuj05] have been 

proposed. Ashdown et al. have proposed content-

dependent compensation technique that based on both 

radiometric model and human visual system [Ash06]. 

Wetzstein et al. have proposed compensation method 

that accounts for all possible local and global 

illumination effects by applying the inverse light 

transport between a light source and a projector 

which describes all illumination [Wet06]. 

2.3. Focal Correction 
 To extend projector's depth-of-field, there 

are mainly two solutions in projector-camera based 

approaches. Bimber et al. projected images projected 

by multiple projectors with adjusted different focal 

planes to minimize infection of defocus blur [Bim06]. 

Another projected an image pre-corrected to cancel 

out defocus blur [Bro06, Oya07, Zha06]. To achieve 

both methods, estimating PSF which represent how 

much degree displayed image is blurred is important. 

To estimate PSF, the fiducial image is frequently 

used because it acts as an impulse function. 

Rasterizing the feature images estimates a series of 

PSF at every pixel in the displayed image. Assuming 

object screen planar, Brown et al. estimate focal 

relation from a fiducial image projection [Bro06]. We 

estimate focal relation from projection result of 

projected image which an observer really wants 

[Oya07]. For real application, displaying any fiducial 

images is unwanted. In that sense, unused fiducial 

image method is better. However, estimation error 

can occur, when the divided region in the projection 

image is less-textured or has not in-focus region, the 

estimated focal relation is not accurate. 

 In this paper, we propose a novel method for 

estimating PSFs on a planar screen without projecting 

any special pattern images. To estimate PSF 

accurately, we extract sub-region which is well-suited 

for PSF estimation in the projection image and 

estimate PSFs at each extracted region. Experimental 

results show that our method can prevent the PSF 

estimation error without any special image projection. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
 Our system is consists of a projector, a 

camera and a planar screen as shown in Fig. 1(a). 

However, there are a variety of image defection 

factors that deteriorate a displayed image on the 

screen. For example, when we project an original 

image (as shown in Fig. 1(b)), displayed image is 

geometric and radiometric distorted and defocus 

blurred as shown in Fig. 1(c). To estimate the degree 

of defocus blur accurate, we have to remove image 

defection factors, geometrical and radiometric 

distortion, other than projection defocus blur. To 

remove them, we use a calibrated projector-camera. 

When we project a projection image (as shown in Fig. 

1(d)) which is warped and compensated based on 

homography and Color Transfer Function, the 

displayed image is deteriorated by only a defocus 

blur as shown in Fig. 1(e). As same as generating the 

projection image, we predict an image which is a 

projection result of the projection image. 

 The proposed method first extracts regions 

are well-suited to PSF parameter estimation and then 

estimate PSF by comparing the displayed image with 

the predicted image at every extracted region. Finally, 

we project the pre-corrected image (as shown in Fig. 

1(f)) corrected based on the estimated PSFs. The 

displayed pre-corrected image can reduce the effect 

of projector defocus blur as shown in Fig. 1(g). 

3.1. Image Blurring and Deblurring 
 The projection defocus blur can be 

represented by the 2D Gaussian type PSF ( )yxh , with 

the sigma σ  as Eq. (1) 
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A blurred image ( )yxg ,  can be represented with a 

convolution of PSF ( )yxh ,  on the original image 

( )yxf ,  as shown in Eq. (2). 

( ) ( ) ( )yxhyxfyxg ,,, ∗=  (2) 

Based on the traditional image processing technology, 

we can restore the unknown original image by 

convolution with an inverse function ( ) 1,
−

yxh  on the 

blurred image. The main topic of traditional image 

restoring is how to estimate the PSF and how to 

restore the unknown original image using estimated 

PSF. In the case of defocus projection blur, we know 

the type of PSF and an original image that we would 

like to display on a target screen. Therefore, we can 

display the original image by projecting a pre-

corrected image ( )yxf ,
~

, in which the defocus blur is 

previously deblurred. 
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We can represent convolution in the spatial domain 

as the product in the frequency domain, where the 

blurring is represented as 

( ) ( ) ( )vuHvuFvuG ,,, =  (4) 

where G, F and H are Fourier transforms of g, f and h 

respectively. If we know the PSF, we can apply 

Wiener Filtering, which is one of the popular 

solutions that minimize the effect of noise. The 

Wiener Filter wH  is given as 

γ+
=

2

2
1

H

H

H
HW  (5) 

where γ  is the signal-to-noise ratio in power.  

3.2. Projection Image Generation 
 To remove image defection factors, 

geometrical distortion and color variation, other than 

projection defocus, we generate a new projection 

image and predict a projection result of the projection 

image. We refer to an image projected by the 

projector as the projection image, a displayed image 

on the screen captured by the camera as the displayed 

image and a prediction of the displayed image as the 

predicted image. 

3.2.1. Geometric Calibration 
To correct geometric distortion, we need to 

know mapping between camera pixel and projector 

pixel. In the case of a planar screen, we can model 

this mapping as a 3x3 planar perspective 

transformation matrix homography [Che02]. This 

allows us to generate a projection image from non-

distorted image on the screen. Projecting this 

generated projection image, we can display as if 

projector is located at perpendicular position to the 

screen. 

In proposed method, we project 24 fiducial images 

which have a white rectangle on the black 

background on a target screen. Then, we calculate a 

homography between a projection image and a 

displayed image by comparing these images. Using 

calculated homography, we make a new projection 

image to display as the displayed image is not 

geometrically distorted. 

(b) Original image 

(d) Projection image 

(f) Pre-corrected image 

Screen 

Camera 
Projector 

Figure1: Relationship between camera 

image and projector image 

(Left column) projector images 

(Right column) camera images 

(c) Displayed (b) 

(e) Displayed (d) 

(g) Displayed (f) 

(a) System configuration 
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3.2.2. Radiometric Calibration 
To correct radiometric color variation, we 

need to know color mapping between camera and 

projector. This color mapping can be described as a 

Color Transfer Function CTF [Jay04]. A pixel value 

in the projected image ( )yxI ,p  is changed to a pixel 

value in the captured image ( )yxI ,c  by using 

calculated CTF ( )IC  

( ) ( )( )

( )( )( ) k
e

a

yxICyxI

byxIC
+

+
=

=

−− ,

cc

p1

,,

α
 (6) 

where α and ,, kba  are parameter. Fig.3 (a) describes 

color reference between projected color values and 

displayed one. In proposed method, we project 17 

uniform color images. Then, we calculate a Color 

Transfer Function between a projection color 

projected by the projector and a displayed color 

captured by a camera by comparing these images. In 

Fig. 2(a), blue points represent captured color value 

and pink points represent calculated color value using 

CTF. 

Fig. 2(b)-(e) are examples which explain how CTF 

works. As shown in Fig. 2(d), a projection result of 

original image Fig. 2(b) is different from the original 

image in color. Fig. 2(c) is result of radiometric 

compensation using calculated CTF. Comparing Fig. 

2(e), a projection result of the compensated image, 

with the original image, the result of compensated 

image is closer to the original image than other 

images. 

3.2.3. Displayed Image Prediction 
Applying these two calibrations, here are 

two mappings between a camera image and a 

projector image, homography and CTF. In this 

section, we explain how to create a projection image 

for displaying as we project onto white planar screen 

from perpendicular position and predict a displayed 

image on the screen.  

First, we scaled down or up an original image to fit 

the image to the projection range. Then, we 

compensate the scaled image using calculated CTF. 

Finally, we warped the compensated image using 

calculated homography. This warped image is a 

projection image to display the image on the screen 

which we want to display. By the reverse method, we 

predict the image which would display on the screen 

by projection from the projection image using 

homography and CTF. 

3.3. PSF Estimation Regions Extraction 
 Our target screen is planar, so the types of 

the defocus blur are categorized into two types. When 

the projection is on-axis, the degree of defocus blur is 

homogenous throughout the displayed image. On the 

other hand, in the case of the off-axis projection, the 

degree of defocus blur is non-homogenous. To handle 

both cases, we have to estimate the PSF on a pixel by 

pixel. Based on a defocus blur characteristic that the 

degree of defocus blur is proportional to the distance 

between the screen and the focal length, we calculate 

pixel by pixel PSFs from at least four PSFs by linear 

interpolation. The simplest extraction these four 

regions for interpolation uses four corner regions of 

the image. However, corner of a picture is not useful 

region to estimate PSF, because a camera usually 

focus on a photographic subject which is located at 

center of the picture, so surrounding region can be 

not in-focus region. To estimate the PSFs on a 

displayed image more accurate than previous method, 

we extract four divided regions suited to PSF 

estimation. First of all, we define what well-suited 

and unsuited region for PSF estimation is. Basic idea 

for the definition come from the method creates an 

(a) Color reference between projected 

color and captured color 

(b) Original image 

(c) Compensated (b) 

(d) Displayed (b) 

(e) Displayed (c) 

Figure2: Results of radiometric compensation 

(Top row) color reference graph between 

projected color value and displayed color value 

(Left column) projector images 

(Right column) camera images 
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arbitrary focused image proposed by Aizawa et al. 

[Aiz00]. When a projection image is less textured or 

already blurred, estimation error happens. So we 

define the region affected by much defocus blur as 

well-suited region for PSF estimation. To extract 

well-suited region, we compare an original image (as 

shown in Fig. 3(a)) with a blurred image (as shown in 

Fig. 3(b)) which is result of convolution of PSF on 

the original image. First, we calculate SSD(Sum of 

Squared Difference)  between the original image and 

the blurred image. The sub-image with the highest 

SSD value is the most infected regions. We define 

this region as well-suited region for PSF estimation 

(red framed region in Fig. 3(c)). By comparing the 

extracted regions with regularly divided regions 

(dashed red framed region in Fig. 3(d)), we can 

confirm that the extracted region is textured and in-

focus region. On the other hand, there are some not 

in-focus regions in the regularly divided regions. 

3.4. PSF Parameter Estimation 
 As mentioned in previous section, to 

estimate non-uniform PSFs on a planar screen, we 

interpolate the each PSF from four PSFs at extracted 

well textured regions (as mentioned in Sec. 3.1.). To 

estimate PSF on the extracted region, we generate 

multiple comparison images (as shown in Fig. 4(d)) 

by convolution different PSFs on the predicted image 

(Fig. 4(b)). Next, we calculate NCCs(Normalized 

Cross Correlation) between each comparison image  

and the displayed image. The PSF of the comparison 

image with the highest correlation to the displayed 

image is the PSF which represents the defocus blur 

on the extracted region in the displayed image. Fig. 4 

is an example of this PSF parameter estimation. In 

this case, NCC graph as shown in Fig. 4(a) indicates 

that the comparison image which sigma value is 2.5 

(right image of Fig. 4(d)) has highest correlation to 

the displayed image (as shown in Fig. 4(c)). By 

applying this estimation at every extracted region, 

here are four piecewise-constant PSFs corresponding 

to extracted regions with rich texture. We calculate 

every PSF at each pixel from these four PSFs. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 The proposed method has been tested about 

suited regions extraction and PSF parameter 

estimation. As shown in Fig. 5, projection images are 

projected by a projector (EPSON ELP7600) which is 

in front of a target screen. Displayed images on the 

screen are captured by a camera (SONY 

XCDC710CR). The projection image is 960x640 

pixels resolution and extracted region is 160x160 

pixels resolution. 

 

4.1. Suited Regions Extraction 
First, we examine suited regions extraction 

method. Original images consist of foreground region 

(b) Predicted image 

(d) Comparison images 

(c) Displayed image 

Figure4: PSF estimation 

NCC graph between the displayed image 

(c) and the comparison images (d) result of 

convolution different PSFs on the original 

image (b) 

(a) NCC graph 

NCC between the displayed image and
the comparison image
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(a) Original image (b) Blurred image 

(c) Extracted Regions 

by proposed method 

(d) Regularly divided 

regions by previous 

method 

Figure3: Rich textured region extraction 
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(an animal) and background region have both in-

focus region and not in-focus region. In the "tiger" 

image, bottom right and bottom left corners are not 

in-focus as shown in Fig. 6(h) and (i). In the "dog" 

image, top left and right top regions are not in-focus, 

especially the background of the top left except the 

dog ear. The expected results of suited regions 

extraction are that extracted regions are located on 

foreground region (animal). Fig. 6 shows the result of 

proposed suited regions extraction method. Red 

marked regions in Fig. 6(a) correspond to the 

extracted results. Both middle and bottom row are 

zoomed regions, respectively extracted regions (as 

shown in Fig. 6(b)-(e) and (k)-(n)) and image corners 

(as shown in Fig. 6(f)-(i) and (o)-(r)). Comparing 

extracted regions with four corners of the image, 

extracted regions are well-textured and in-focus 

regions. Extracted right bottom corner on the "tiger" 

image and right top corner on the "dog" image are not 

exactly foreground regions. However, these regions 

are well-textured and in-focus, so these regions are 

well suited for PSF parameter estimation more than 

other region in foreground. On the other hand, some 

image corners Fig. 6(h), (i) and (o) are less-textured 

and not in-focus regions. These results show that 

proposed suited regions extraction works well. 

4.2. PSF Parameter Estimation 
 Next, we tested the accuracy of PSF 

parameter estimation method at both perpendicular 

and slanted projection case using these two images 

which have both in-focus region and not in-focus 

region. We use a fiducial image which is used by the 

previous methods [Bim06, Bro06, Zha06] and 

consider that the PSF parameter estimated by using 

the fiducial image is correct parameter. In this 

experiment, we compare the PSF parameter estimated 

by using both projection image and the fiducial image 

at both extracted regions and image corners. 

4.2.1. Perpendicular Projection 
 First, we locate a screen in the perpendicular 

direction to a projector out of the projector's depth-

of-field. In this situation, projector defocus blur can 

be uniform, so expected result is that estimated PSF 

parameters are same. Fig. 7 shows the result of the 

perpendicular projection defocus. Left column of Fig. 

7 corresponds to the result of the "tiger" image and 

right is the "dog" image's one. Top row is displayed 

image, middle row is estimated PSF parameter at 

extracted region and bottom row is estimated PSF 

parameter at image corner. In this situation, the PSF 

parameters estimated by using the fiducial image at 

image corners Fig. 7(o)-(r) and at extracted regions 

are correct parameters. By comparing the PSF 

parameters estimated by using the projection image 

(Fig. 7(b)-(e) and (f)-(i)), we can see that the every 

parameter estimated at extracted regions is absolutely 

equal. On the other hand, the PSF parameter 

estimated at image corner (Fig. 7(f)-(i)) shows that 

the estimation error is observed at right bottom 

corner (Fig. 7(i)). Because the right bottom corner of 

the projection image is not in-focus region, so this 

estimation error occurs. This result means that we can 

estimate PSF parameter accurately at the extracted 

region more than the image corner.  

Figure6: Result of suited regions extraction  

(Top row): Extracted regions (red marked) and 

image corners (green dashed line) 

(Middle row): Zoomed extracted regions (red 

line) 

(Bottom row): Zoomed four corners of the 

original image (green dashed line) 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

(f) (g) 

(h) (i) 

(k) (l) 

(m) (n) 

(o) (p) 

(q) (r) 

(a) (j) 

Figure5: Experimental environment 

Projector 

Camera 

Target Screen 
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4.2.2. Slanted Projection 
 Next, we locate the screen in the slanted 

direction to the projector. In this case, left side of the 

displayed image is in-focus and right side is blurred. 

Fig. 8 shows the result of slanted projection defocus 

and each row and column is as same as Fig. 7.  Fig. 

8(k)-(n) and (o)-(r) are respectively corresponding to 

the PSF parameters estimated by using the fidicial 

image at the extracted regions and the image corners. 

By comparing the PSF parameters estimated by 

proposed method (Fig. 8(b)-(e)) with these estimated 

parameters, every parameter is estimated lower but 

gradually increases from left to top. On the other 

hand, seeing estimated parameter by using the 

projection image at image corner (Fig. 8(f)-(i)) shows 

that every estimated PSF parameter is zero and is 

evidently incorrect. Because the every image corner 

of this projection image "dog" is not in-focus, so the 

estimated parameters are insusceptible to the 

projection defocus blur.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 In this paper, we propose a novel method for 

estimating PSF on a planar screen without projecting 

any special pattern images. By assuming richly 

textured and in-focus region as a well-suited region 

for PSF estimation, we can extract the region suited 

to PSF estimation. Experimental results show that our 

method can estimate the PSF parameter on the 

displayed image, even the projection image has some 

regions which are less-textured and not in-focus. 
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